This paper proposes a novel bacterial colony foraging (BCF) algorithm for complex optimization problems. The proposed BCF extend original bacterial foraging algorithm to adaptive and cooperative mode by combining bacterial chemotaxis, cell-to-cell communication, and a self-adaptive foraging strategy. The cell-to-cell communication enables the historical search experience sharing among the bacterial colony that can significantly improve convergence. With the self-adaptive strategy, each bacterium can be characterized by focused and deeper exploitation of the promising regions and wider exploration of other regions of the search space. A rigorous performance analysis is given where the proposed algorithm is benchmarked against four state-of-the-art reference algorithms using both a classical and a composition test function suites. The individual and collective bacterial foraging behaviors of the proposed algorithmic model are also studied. Statistical analysis of all these tests highlights the significant performance improvement due to the beneficial combination and shows that the proposed algorithm outperforms the reference algorithms.
Introduction
Nature serves as a rich source of concepts, principles, and mechanisms for designing artificial computational systems to solve complex engineering problems. In optimization domain, researchers have developed many effective stochastic techniques that mimic the specific structures or behaviors of certain creatures. For examples, genetic algorithm (GA), originally conceived by Holland [1] , represent a fairly abstract model of Darwinian evolution and biological genetics; ant colony optimization (ACO), proposed by Marco Dorigo [2, 3] , is developed based on the foraging behaviors of real ant colonies; particle swarm optimization (PSO), proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [4, 5] , glean ideas from social behaviors of bird flocking and fish schooling. These algorithms have been found to perform better than the classical heuristic or gradient-based methods, especially for optimizing the nondifferentiable, multimodal and discrete complex functions. Currently, these nature-inspired paradigms have already come to be widely used in many areas.
In recent years, the computational models of chemotaxis (i.e. the bacterial foraging behavior) have attracted more and more attention, due to its research potential in engineering applications.
A few models have been developed to mimic bacterial foraging behavior and have been applied for solving some practical problems [6] [7] [8] . Among them, bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) is a successful population-based numerical optimization algorithm that mimics the foraging behavior of E. coli bacteria [8] . Until now, BFO has been applied to some engineering problems, such as optimal control [9] , optimal power flow [10] , color image enhancement [11] and machine learning [12] . However, classical BFO algorithm suffers from two major drawbacks: (1) as a bacterial colony evolves, the fixed run-length unit of each bacterium may lead them trap in local optima or oscillate about the optima; and (2) there is no information sharing among the bacterial colony. Thus, experimentation with complex and multimodal benchmark functions reveals that the BFO algorithm possesses a poor convergence behavior and its performance heavily decreases with the growth of search space dimensionality and problem complexity.
Several BFO variants have been developed to improve its optimization performance. In [13] , Tripathy and Mishra proposed an improved BFO algorithm using two approaches: (1) in order to speed up the convergence, the average value is replaced by the minimum value of all the chemotactic cost functions for deciding the bacterium's health; and (2) for swarming, the distances of all the bacteria in a new chemotactic step are evaluated from the globally optimal bacterium to these points and not the distances of each bacterium from the rest of the others. Mishra [14] proposed a fuzzy bacterial foraging (FBF) algorithm using Takagi-Sugeno type fuzzy inference scheme to select the optimal chemotactic step size in BFO. The FBF algorithm was Contents lists available at ScienceDirect journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/neucom shown to outperform both classical BFO and a genetic algorithm when applied to the harmonic estimation problem. Kim et al. proposed a hybrid approach involving GA and BFO for function optimization [15] . The proposed algorithm outperformed both GA and BFO over a few numerical benchmarks and a practical PID controller design problem. Biswas et al. proposed a synergism of BFOA with the particle swarm optimization [16] . The new algorithm, named by the authors as bacterial swarm optimization (BSO), was shown to perform in a statistically better way as compared to both of its classical counterparts over several numerical benchmarks.
Three improved versions of BFO, namely the cooperative bacterial foraging optimizer (CBFO), adaptive bacterial optimization, and multicolony bacterial foraging optimization (MCBFO), have been described in our previous works [29, 30, 34] . In [29] , instead of simply considering chemotaxis behavior of single bacterium, MCBFO also introduced the communication strategies employs by natural multi-colony bacterial community in order to coordinate pattern emerges, which is lacking from the mentioned chemotaxis inspired algorithms. Then the MCBFO was evaluated on the static RFID network planning problem in comparison with GA and PSO. In [30] , by employing the adaptive foraging strategies, two proposed ABFO algorithms are able to adjust the run-length unit parameter dynamically during algorithm execution in order to balance the exploration/exploitation tradeoff. In [34] , the proposed CBFO applied two cooperative approaches to the original BFO, namely the serial heterogeneous cooperation on the implicit space decomposition level and the serial heterogeneous cooperation on the hybrid space decomposition level.
Building on the success of our preliminary work on bacterial foraging algorithms, this paper aims to demonstrate convincingly that the self-adaptive and communication approaches are both effective strategies and can be utilized to help scaling up the performance of bacterial foraging algorithms for solving complex optimization problems with high dimensionality. That is, this paper extend the classical BFO to a novel bacterial colony foraging (BCF) optimization model by applying two enhanced manipulated steps, namely a PSO-based cellto-cell communication and a self-adaptive foraging strategy that mimics the area concentrated search (ACS) [20] behaviors in nature.
In the proposed BCF model, each artificial bacterium can climb the nutrient gradient based on not only its own experience but also the knowledge of the others; also, each bacterium can strike a balance between the exploration and the exploitation of the search space during its evolution, by adaptively tuning the magnitude of its chemotactic step size.
Several experiments were performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The first test-suit contains ten classical benchmark functions, namely the Sphere, Rosenbrock, Ackley, Rastrigrin, Griewank, Weierstrass, Sphere_noise, Noisy, Rotated hyperellipsoid, and Noncontinuous Rastrigin's function functions. Moreover, this work used a novel composition test function suite developed by Liang et al. [17] . This benchmark set is made up by six composed functions, which were especially designed to test optimization algorithms providing many desirable properties, namely shifted, noncontinuous, rotated, and narrow global basin of attraction. The proposed BCF algorithm has been compared with its classical counterpart, the classical BFO algorithm [8] , the very popular swarmintelligence algorithm known as PSO [4, 5] , a hybrid optimization technique that synergistically couples BFOA with PSO that called BSO [16] , and a standard real-coded genetic algorithm (GA) [18] over both classical and composition test suites with respect to the statistical performance measures of solution quality and convergence speed.
The proposed BCF and its application on global optimization problem described in this paper enhance our previously proposed methods in the following aspects:
The proposed BCF combines bacterial chemotaxis with cell-tocell communication based cooperation. This combination successfully casts the bacterial foraging algorithm into cooperative foraging fashion and remarkably improves the convergence speed of the bacterial colony.
By introducing a self-adaptive foraging strategy, namely the area concentrate search (ACS), the previous bacterial foraging optimization model has been extended to an adaptive scheme in this paper. This adaptive scheme can effectively maintain the bacterial colony diversity in the search process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline the classical BFO in sufficient details. In Section 3, the proposed BCF algorithm will be introduced and its implementation details will be given. In Section 4, the experiment studies of the proposed BCF and the other algorithms are presented with descriptions of the benchmark functions, experimental settings, and experimental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Classical bacterial foraging optimization
Bacterial foraging optimization algorithm is inspired by an activity called "chemotaxis" exhibited by bacterial foraging behaviors. Motile bacteria such as E. coli and salmonella propel themselves by rotation of the flagella. To move forward, the flagella rotates counterclockwise and the organism "swims" (or "runs"), while a clockwise rotation of the flagellum causes the bacterium to randomly "tumble" itself in a new direction and swim again [19] . Alternation between "swim" and "tumble" enable the bacterium to search for nutrients in random directions. Swimming is more frequent as the bacterium approaches a nutrient gradient. Tumbling, hence direction changes, is more frequent as the bacterium moves away from some food to search for more. Basically, bacterial chemotaxis is a complex combination of swimming and tumbling that keeps bacteria in places of higher concentrations of nutrients. Chemotaxis can also be considered as the optimal foraging decision making capabilities of bacteria.
BFO model
The original BFO system consists of four principal mechanisms, namely chemotaxis, swarming, reproduction, and eliminationdispersal [8] . We briefly describe each of these processes as follows:
Chemotaxis
In the original BFO, a unit walk with random direction represents a "tumble" and a unit walk with the same direction in the last step indicates a "run". Suppose θ i ðj; k; lÞ represents the ith bacterium at jth chemotactic, kth reproductive, and lth elimination-dispersal step. C(i) is the chemotactic step-size for this bacterium during each run or tumble (run-length unit). Then in each computational chemotactic step, the movement of the ith bacterium can be represented as θ i ðj þ1; k; lÞ ¼ θ i ðj; k; lÞþCðiÞ
where ΔðiÞ is the direction vector of the jth chemotactic step. When the bacterial movement is run, ΔðiÞ is the same with the last chemotactic step; otherwise, ΔðiÞ is a random vector whose
With the activity of "run" or "tumble" taken at each step of the chemotaxis process, a step fitness for each bacterium, denoted as J (i,j,k,l), will be evaluated.
Swarming
A simple cell-to-cell communication mechanism is also mimicked in the classical BFO model: as each bacterium moves, it releases attractant to signal other bacteria to swarm towards it; meanwhile, each bacterium releases repellent to warn other bacteria to keep a safe distance from it. BFO simulates this mechanism by representing the combined cell-to-cell attraction and repelling effect as:
where J cc ðθ i ; θÞ is the objective function value to be added to the actual objective function (to be minimized) to present a time varying objective function, S is the total number of bacteria, D is the number of variables to be optimized, and d atractant , ω attractant , h repellant , ω repellant are different coefficients that should be chosen properly.
Reproduction
The health status of each bacterium is calculated as the sum of the step fitness during its life, i.e. ∑ Nc j ¼ 1 Jði; j; k; lÞ, where N c is the maximum step in a chemotaxis process. All bacteria are sorted in reverse order according to health status. In the reproduction step, only the first half of population survives and a surviving bacterium splits into two identical ones, which are then placed in the same locations. Thus, the population of bacteria keeps constant.
Elimination and dispersal
The chemotaxis provides a basis for local search, and the reproduction process speeds up the convergence which has been simulated by the classical BFO. While to a large extent, only chemotaxis and reproduction are not enough for global optima searching. Since bacteria may get stuck around the initial positions or local optima, it is possible for the diversity of BFO to change either gradually or suddenly to eliminate the accidents of being trapped into the local optima. In BFO, the dispersion event happens after a certain number of reproduction processes. Then some bacteria are chosen, according to a preset probability P ed , to be killed and moved to another position within the environment.
Step-by-step algorithm
In what follows we briefly outline the original BFO algorithm step by step: [substep a] For i ¼1, 2,…, S, take a chemotactic step for bacteria i as follows. This results in a step of size C(i) in the direction of the tumble for bacteria i.
[substep f] Compute J(i,jþ1,k,l) with θ i (jþ1,k,l).
[substep g] Swim:
(i) Let m ¼0 (counter for swim length).
(ii) While m oN s (if have not climbed down too long)
another step of size C(i) in this same direction will be taken as Eq. (1) and use the new generated
Else let m ¼ N s .
[substep h] Go to next bacterium (iþ 1): if i aS go to (b) to process the next bacteria. [
Step 5] If j oN c , go to step 3. In this case, continue chemotaxis since the life of the bacteria is not over.
[ Step 6 ] Reproduction:
[substep a] For the given k and l, and for each i ¼1, 2, …, S, let
Jði; j; k; lÞ ð 3Þ be the health of the bacteria. Sort bacterium in order of ascending values (J health ).
[substep b] The S r bacteria with the highest J health values die and the other S r bacteria with the best values split and the copies that are made are placed at the same location as their parent. [ Step 7] If ko N re go to step 2. In this case the number of specified reproduction steps is not reached and start the next generation in the chemotactic loop.
[
Step 8] Elimination-dispersal: For i¼1, 2, …, S, with probability p ed , eliminate and disperse each bacteria, which results in keeping the number of bacteria in the population constant. To do this, if a bacterium is eliminated, simply disperse one to a random location on the optimization domain. If lo N ed , then go to step 2; otherwise end.
Bacterial behaviors in BFO
In order to get an insight into the behaviors of the virtual bacteria in BFO model, we illustrate the foraging trajectories of single bacterium and bacterial colony in two 2-D environments, namely the Rosenbrock function and the Ackley function, respectively. The formulations of Rosenbrock and Ackley functions have been presented in Section 4.
The first case is the minimization of the 2-D Rosenbrock function, which illustrates the swarming pattern of bacterial colony by the cell-to-cell attraction and repulsion in classical BFO. The motion trajectories of a bacterial colony with cell-tocell communications are shown in Fig. 1 , in which the search space that defines by the Rosenbrock function is contour plotted. At the beginning of the optimization process, six bacteria are scattered into random locations in the optimization domain. According to Eq. (2), the bacteria in the local optima attract those in the global optimum and the convergence speed of the whole population is pulled down; on the other hand, since the repelling effect results in scattered (not concentrated) swarm of bacteria, the global optimum may be covered by the bacterial group whereas not occupied by any bacterium. Therefore, ultimately in Fig. 1 there are more bacteria gathering in the inferior optimum, the genuine global optimum is ignored. By analyzing the Eq. (2) and Fig. 1 , we can see that the simple attract and repellent mechanism in classical BFO cannot take account for the information sharing of the global optima among bacterial colony and whilst slows down the speed of convergence and reduces the precision of the optimization.
The second case is the minimization of the 2-D Ackley function, which illustrates the foraging ability of single bacterium by tuning its run-length unit that can essentially influence the bacterial behaviors. Fig. 2 shows the contour lines of the Ackley function together with the foraging path of two bacteria that simultaneously start at ( À 1.5, 1.5) and (1.5, À1.5) with different chemotactic step-size (or run-length unit). From the chemotactic motions of the two virtual bacteria as in Fig. 2 , we can observe that the bacterium with larger run-length unit C(1)¼0.1 that represented by the black line can explore the whole search space and stay for a while in several domains with local optima. It can also escape from these local optima to enter the domain with the global optimum, but was not able to stop there. On the other hand, the bacteria with the smaller run-length unit C(2)¼ 0.01 that represented by the blue line was attracted into the domain with a local optima, which closed to its start point, and exploited this local minimum for its whole life cycle. That is, if the bacteria with small chemotactic step-size traps in a local minima, it is not able to escape from it. Therefore, in the context of the classical BFO model, the bacteria with large chemotactic step-size have exploring ability (i.e. global investigation of the search place) while the bacteria with relatively small chemotactic step-size have exploiting skill (i.e. the fine search around a local optimum). However, it is difficult to decide which value of the static chemotactic step-size is best suited for BFO on a given problem.
The bacterial colony foraging algorithm
In the proposed BCF model, the most important contributions are: (1) to define the bacterial self-adaptive foraging strategy that dynamically balances the exploration and exploitation behaviors during the foraging process of each bacterium; and (2) to define the bacterial cell-to-cell communication mechanism that enables the information sharing among bacterial colony. Thus, we first introduce a widely-used adaptive foraging strategy in nature, namely the area concentrated search (ACS), and the bacterial group behavior based on cell-to-cell communication, namely quorum sensing, from which the proposed BCF algorithm glean ideas.
Area concentrated search
A central problem for the natural predators in the foraging process is how to balance two conflicting alternatives: the exploitation (i.e., to search thoroughly in promising areas) and the exploration (i.e., to move to distant areas potentially better than the actual one). Through natural selection, some predatory animals have developed the area concentrated search (ACS, also called area-restricted search) strategy, by which a predator is able to respond to variations in prey distributions by varying its searching efforts: following an encounter with food resource, a forager searches intensively in a more circumscribed region, while a failure to encounter a resource leads to a more extensive, less circumspect mode of search. That is, ACS assumes that regions dense with preys should be exploited slowly, to maximize the chances of encounter, and less dense regions explored rapidly, to minimize the time spent searching in unprofitable areas [20] . ACS in a continuous patchy environment thereby ensures that foraging behaviors will, to some extent, match the distribution of resource, and may be viewed as a simple form of optimal habitat selection [21] . The ACS behavior is regarded as an efficiently adaptive search strategy [22] , which is employed by many search-intensive predators, such as birds, lizards, insects and other higher organisms. 
Table 1
Pseudocode for the dynamic self-adaptive strategy.
IF (Criterion-1) then //exploitation 3:
ELSE IF (Criterion-2) then //exploration 6: 
Bacterial cooperation by cell-to-cell communication
As a new branch of microbiology, quorum sensing was discovered by Miller and Bassler [23] . Generally, it is a process that allows bacteria to search for similar cells in their close surroundings using secreted chemical signaling molecules called autoinducers. This is also called "cell-to-cell communication". Recent studies of microorganisms have revealed that bacteria could function as groups and the individuals within the group could respond to and benefit from the group as a whole. That is, through cell-to-cell communication, bacteria can glean information from the environment and from other organisms, interpret such information into common knowledge and learn from past experience [24] . For this reason, bacterial colonies display diverse complex social behaviors, including cooperation in foraging, building, reproducing, purposeful alteration of colony structure and decision-making. In such a perspective, the bacterial colony behaves much like a multicellular organism or a social community [25] .
The cooperative behavior illustrated by bacterial colony is regarded as a universal mechanism, which is employed by many natural animals, such as bird, lizard, fish and higher organisms. Drew inspiration from such cooperation within species, several successful particle swarm systems have been presented [26, 35] .
BCF model
Inspired by the above phenomenon in nature, this work extends the classical BFO to a self-adaptive and cooperative optimization model by constructing the following processes:
In order to combine the bacterial foraging with ACS strategy, this process enables the single bacterium to modify the magnitude of its "individual run-length unit" during the foraging. That is, each bacterium of the colony can modify its search behavior by Table 2 Classical test suite.
Name Function Limits
Sphere analyzing the current status of its own. In this way, both the position (solution vector) and the chemotactic step-size of each bacterium can undergo evolution. In this self-adaptive foraging process, each bacterium alternatively displays two distinct search states:
Exploration, during which the bacterium employs a large runlength unit to explore the previously unscanned regions in the search space as fast as possible.
Exploitation, during which the bacterium uses a small runlength unit to exploit the promising regions slowly in its immediate vicinity.
Here each bacterium in the colony has to permanently maintain an appropriate balance between "Exploration" and "Exploitation" states by varying its own run-length unit adaptively. This adaptation is done by taking into account two decision indicators: (1) a fitness improvement, which means that the bacterium finds a promising domain; and (2) no fitness improvement registered lately, which means that the current domain is food exhausted. The criteria that determine the adjustment of individual runlength unit and the entrance into one of the states are defined as following:
Criterion-1: if the bacterium discovers a promising domain, the run-length unit of this bacterium is adapted to a smaller one. Here "discovers a promising domain" means this bacterium registers a fitness improvement beyond a certain precision from the last generation to the current. Following Criterion-1, the bacterium's behavior will self-adapt into the Exploitation state.
Criterion-2: if the bacterium's current fitness is unchanged for a number K u (user-defined) of consecutive generations, then augment this bacterium's run-length unit and this bacterium enters the Exploration state. This situation means that the bacterium searches on an un-promising domain or the domain where this bacterium focuses its search has nothing new to offer.
This self-adaptive strategy is given in pseudocode in Table 1. Where t is the current generation number, C i (t) is the current runlength unit of the ith bacterium, ε i (t) is the required precision in the current generation of the ith bacterium, λ is the run-length unit decreasing parameter that is a user-defined constant, C initial and ε initial are the initialized run-length unit and the precision goal respectively.
Cell-to-cell communication
In the light of the analogy between bacterial quorum sensing and swarming pattern of PSO model [32] , a novel principle of cell-to-cell communication for bacterial foraging algorithm is introduced.
In BCF model, when a bacterial turns, its choice of a new direction should not be governed by a probability distribution, while be dominated by the information combination of itself and its colony members. Accordingly, we introduce an additional direction component D i to each bacterium. Then in the BCF algorithm, at the tth iteration the direction is computed as:
where k is the weight for the previous direction of the ith bacterium, which represents how the bacterium trusts its own status at present location, X p i is the best position where this bacterium had been, X s i is the overall global best position ever achieved by the bacterial colony, jjX p i ÀX i ðt À 1Þjj and jjX s i À X i ðt À 1Þjjare both unit vectors for indicating the directions only, ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 are the learning rates that control the influence levels of cognitive and social components to make different swimming directions, R 1 and R 2 are random numbers uniformly distributed in [0, 1] . In this context, each bacterium adjusts its tumble angle according to the personal historical experience and the bacterial colony social knowledge. This cell-to-cell communication based cooperation may provide bacteria with more accurate information about the search because it is the whole colony that engaged in searching the solution space not just the single bacterium.
Enhanced chemotaxis
Then in each chemotactic step, the self-adaptive chemotactic step-size C i controls the swim amplitude taken by the ith bacterium towards a desired direction, which is specified by the cell-tocell communication based tumble direction D i :
It should be noted that the major difference between the classical BFO and the proposed BCF is: in BFO, reproduction and elimination-dispersal processes are applied to ensure convergence and colony diversity, respectively; while in BCF, the self-adaptation process can help the bacterium avoid being trapped into local optima and keep the species diversity in a satisfied level, at the same time, the cell-to-cell based information sharing can significantly speed up the bacterial colony to converge to the global optima. Therefore, the reproduction and elimination-dispersal processes are discarded in BCF. The flowchart of the BCF algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where S is the colony size, t is the chemotactic generation counter from 1 to max-generation, i is the bacterium's ID counter from 1 to S, X i is the position of the ith bacterium, N s is the maximum number of steps for a single activity of swim, flag i is the number of generations that the ith bacterium has not improved its own fitness.
Benchmark function test

Classical test functions
The classical test suite includes ten 30-dimension benchmark functions, which are commonly used in evolutionary computation literature [17, 27, 33] to show solution quality and convergence rate. The first problem is the unimodal Sphere function (f 1 ) that is easy to solve. The second problem is the Rosenbrock function (f 2 ), which has a narrow valley from the perceived local optima to the global optimum and can be treat as a multimodal problem. Ackley function (f 3 ) has one narrow global optimum basin and many minor local optima. Rastrigrin function (f 4 ) is a complex multimodal problem with a large number of local optima. Griewank function (f 5 ) has a ∏ function and has the same number of local optima as the continuous Rastrigin function. The formula for each classical test function is shown in Table 2 .
Composition test functions
The second test suite contains six composition functions (Cf 1 -Cf 6 ), each of which is composed by 10 basic functions of 10 dimensions:
where n is the number of basic function, w i is the weight value for each f i (x), f i (x) is the ith basic function used to construct the composition function, o i is the new shifted optimum position for each f i (x), o iold is the old optimum position for each f i (x), λ i is used to stretch or compress the function, M i is the orthogonal rotation matrix for each f i (x), and bias i defines which optimum is global optimum. The basic function set that constructs composition functions is given by the Sphere, Rastrigin, Weierstrass, Griewank, and Acley functions, which have been formulated in Table 2 . The search range for all the composed functions is [ À 5, 5] D . The detailed description of the method for constructing these composite functions can be referred to [17] .
In general the multimodal composite function Cf 1 (Fig. 4 ) was constructed using 10 unimodal Sphere functions, this resulting function has one global optimum and nine local optima. Cf 2 (Fig. 5) , and Cf 3 (Fig. 6) were constructed using 10 Griewank and Rastrigin functions, respectively. Since they have more complex multimodal functions, localizing their local optima becomes more complex. Cf 4 , Cf 5 , and Cf 6 are all called hybrid functions because they are constructed with different basic functions. That is, Cf 4 ( Fig. 7) is composed by the Acley function (f 1 -f 2 ), Rastrigin function (f 3 -f 4 ), Weierstrass function (f 5 -f 6 ), Griewank function (f 7 -f 8 ), Sphere function (f 9 -f 10 ). Cf 5 (Fig. 8) and Cf 6 (Fig. 9) for the basic function with the local optima. For these composite functions the global optima are very difficult to reach even when the global optima areas have been found.
Settings
To fully evaluate the performance of the proposed BCF algorithm, four successful nature-inspired optimization algorithms were used for comparison:
Canonical particle swarm optimization with constriction factor (PSO) [28] ;
Classical bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) [8] ; Bacteria swarm optimization (BSO) [16] ; and Standard genetic algorithm with elitism (GA) [18] .
In all experiments in this section, the values of the population size used in each algorithm were chosen to be the same as 50. The other specific parameters of algorithms are given as follows:
PSO Settings: For canonical PSO, the learning rates c 1 and c 2 are both 2.05, the constriction factor χ¼0.729, and the global communication topology is used [31] . BFO Settings: For the classical BFO algorithm, we take C¼ 0.1 and P ed ¼ 0.25, which is the standard set of these two parameter values as recommended in [8] . We set N c ¼200 or 100 for classical and composition functions respectively, N s ¼4, N re ¼5 and N ed ¼2, then BFO performs totally 2000 (or 1000) chemotactic steps in each run, which make a fair comparison in regard of the parameter values. BSO Settings: The BSO algorithm, referred to as the bacterial swarm optimization, performs local search through the chemotactic movement operation of BFO whereas the global search over the entire search space is accomplished by a socialonly PSO operator. Parametric setup for the algorithm was kept exactly same as described in [16] . For the PSO operator we choose inertia weight as 0.8 and social learning rate as 1.494;
for the BFO operators the parameter-values were kept same as described in BFO Settings. GA Settings: The experiment employed a binary coded standard GA having random selection, crossover, mutation and elite units. Stochastic uniform sampling technique was the chosen selection method. Single point crossover operation with the rate of 0.8 was employed. Mutation operation restores genetic diversity lost during the application of reproduction and crossover. Mutation rate in the experiment was set to be 0.01. BCF Settings: For the proposed BCF algorithm, the initialized run-length unit C initial was set to be 1% of the search space, the initial precision goal ε initial ¼100, the generation limit for jumping out of local optima K u ¼20, and after performing a series of hand-tuning experiments, we found that keeping the run-length unit decreasing parameter λ¼10 provides considerably good result over all benchmark functions considered here.
Experiment 1: numerical results and comparison
In this section, the numerical results were classified in two groups: experiments with classical test functions and experiments with composition test functions. Table 3 presents the best, worst, mean and stand deviations of the 30 runs of the five involved algorithms on the classical test suite. The best results among the five algorithms are shown in bold in Table 3 . Fig. 10a -j presents the average convergence characteristics of each algorithm for each classical test function.
Results for the classical test functions
From Table 3 , the proposed BCF achieved significantly better results than all the other algorithms. From Fig. 10 , we can observe that BCF is the fastest one for finding good results within relatively few generations. For example, BCF found the global minimum every time of two noise function f 7 and f 8 and can also consistently found the minimum of multimodal function f 3 within relatively fewer generations, while the other algorithms generated poorer results on them. On function f 5 and f 9 , the BCF algorithm yielded similar results to the PSO, BSO and GA, while still achieved significantly better performance than the original BFO algorithm. Comparing the results and the convergence graphs, BCF has good local and global search abilities and converges fast according to its self-adaptive character, which will be elaborately studied in the next section. In order to determine whether the results obtained by BCF are statistically different from the results generated by other algorithms, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test are conducted between the BCF's result and the result achieved by the other four algorithms for each problem. In this work, the graphical ANOVA analyses are done through the box plots that are shown in Fig. 11 . A box plot is a graphical tool, which provides an excellent visual summary of many important aspects of a distribution. The box stretches from the lower hinge (defined as the 25th percentile) to the upper hinge (the 75th percentile) and therefore contains the middle half of the scores in the distribution. The median is shown as a line across the box. Therefore, one-fourth of the distribution is between this line and the top of the box and one-fourth of the distribution is between this line and the bottom of the box. Looking at the box plot, the general features of the distribution can be noticed. Fig. 12 implies the statistical performance representation of all algorithms on each classical function in 30 runs. From this box plot representation, it is clearly visible and proved that the BCF provides better results than that of all the other algorithms. The box plots shown in Fig. 12a -j indicate the performance of each involved algorithms on the classical test suite individually. According to the red lines in Fig. 12a -j, which refer to the low median values obtained by each algorithm, it is very clear that the proposed BCF yields optimal result in all five algorithms.
Results for the composition test functions
The experiments conducted on 30-D classical test suite are repeated on the 10-D composition problems. The optimization results, the convergence characteristics, and the box plots of the ANOVA test of the 30 runs are presented in Table 4 , Figs. 13 and 14 respectively. From these results, we can observe that the algorithms achieved similar ranking as in the classical test problems. All composition functions become more difficult than their classical counterparts and the results are not as good as in the classical test cases, although BCF still surpasses all other algorithms on all functions composition test suit. Better results were achieved on the composition function 3 by BCF: as it traps all other algorithms in local optima, the BCF successfully avoids falling into the deep local optimum which is far from the global optimum. With the new self-adaptive foraging strategy, the artificial bacteria can dynamic balance their exploration and exploitation behaviors. Due to this, the BCF explores a larger search space than the original BFO. The larger search space is not achieved randomly. Instead, it is based on the historical search experience sharing among the whole bacterial colony. Because of this, the BCF performs comparably to or better than many successful evolutionary and SI-based algorithms on most of the composition functions.
Experiment 2: bacterial behavior simulation in BCF model
In order to further analyze the self-adaptive and group foraging behaviors of the BCF model, the evolution dynamics of the single artificial bacterium and the bacterial colony are both simulated in this section.
In the first simulation, the evolution of the BCF population was simulated on 2-D Sphere, Rosenbrock, Rastrigrin and griewank functions, which are illustrated in Fig. 15(a-d) respectively. In each case, the bacteria colony is distributed randomly over the nutrient map defined by each function. The evolution process proceeds 1000 chemotatic steps, and the other parameters were the same as in Section 4.3, except S¼ 6.
In Fig. 15(b) , we can observe that with the new cell-to-cell communication mechanism, all the bacteria have found the long and narrow valley of the Rosenbrock function (which contains the global optimum) and move around it in the end of the foraging phase. We found a similar pattern in Fig. 15(c) , where the bacteria colony pursue the valleys and avoid the peaks of the multimodal Rastrigrin function. In the first phase the bacterial colony explore many regions of the nutrient map. According to the information transferred by the bacteria in the better positions, the other bacteria join these food sources and then find a good deal of local optima, including the global optimum. The similar group foraging pattern can be also found in Fig. 15(a) and (d) , which also plotted the foraging trajectories of bacterial colony on Sphere and Griewank function.
In the second simulation, we demonstrate the self-adaptive foraging behaviors of a single bacterium in the BCF model. Fig. 16  (a-d) illustrates the trajectories of a single bacterium on four benchmark functions, namely the 2-D Dejong, Rosenbrock, Rastrigrin and Griewank function, respectively. In each case, the evolution process proceeds 1000 chemotatic steps, and the other parameters were the same as in Section 4.3, except S ¼1. Fig. 16(a) illustrates the bacterial trajectories in the 2-D unimodal Sphere function, which start at point ( À 5,À 5). As we can see, the proposed self-adaptive strategy is important because it permits the bacteria to refine its foraging behaviors adaptively. At the beginning of the simulation, the bacterium starts exploring the search space. In that manner, the bacterium does not waste much time before finding the promising region that contains the global optimum, because the large run-length unit encourages longrange search. On the other hand, by self-adapting the parameters, the bacterium slows down (i.e. the bacterium enter the exploitation state) near the optimum in order to pursue the more and more precise solutions. Fig. 16(c) illustrates the bacterial trajectories (start at point ( À 4, À 4)) in the contour plotted 2-D multimodal Rastrigrin function. We can observe that the bacterium is switching between exploitation and exploration states by selfadapting its run-length unit. Whenever the bacterium encounters a fitness improvement, this forager starts searching intensively in this promising region. Whereas, whenever it is highly probable that the good solutions lying in this region have been found by this bacterium, it moves away from this region and starts to explore the other regions of the search space until another better region is discovered. Finally, we can observe that the bacterium find the domain that contains the global optimum. The similar selfadaptive pattern can be noticed in Fig. 16(b) and (d) , which plotted the bacterial foraging trajectories on Rosenbrock and Griewank function respectively. Clearly, this result captures the important aspects of the ACS mechanism that takes place in nature.
In Fig. 17 , we have also drawn the associated evolution of the runlength unit of this bacterium along its search on all the functions. This provides an intuitive explanation of what is happening during the search of the self-adaptive bacterial foraging algorithm. From Fig. 17 , we can notice that when the bacterium finds difficulties during an exploit state (with low run-length unit), then it increases the runlength unit to improve the exploration, and vice versa.
Conclusions
In order to apply bacterial foraging inspired algorithms to solve complex optimization problems efficiently and effectively, we have proposed a new bacterial colony foraging algorithm (BCF). The proposed BCF combines several optimal foraging approaches, namely the bacterial chemotaxis, cell-to-cell communication based cooperation, and a self-adaptive foraging strategy called area concentrate search (ACS). This combination successfully cast bacterial foraging algorithm into the adaptive and cooperative fashion. In BCF, each bacterium can be characterized by focused and deeper exploitation of the promising regions and wider exploration of other regions of the search space. The algorithm achieves this by decreasing the run-length unit of each bacterium to encourage exploitation when it enters the promising region with high fitness, while increasing it to improve the exploration when the bacterium finds difficulties during exploitation. At the meantime, the historical search experience sharing can significantly speed up the whole bacterial colony converge to the global optima.
An extensive performance analysis has been provided. Results show the proposed algorithm outperformed four state-of-the-art nature inspired algorithms on both a classical test suite and a recently developed composition test suite that totally including 16 mathematical functions. The individual bacterial foraging behaviors and the whole colony collective behaviors of the proposed algorithmic model were also studied. The simulation results proved that BCF has significantly better performance than the other four algorithms. 
